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In this paper, it is discussed the historical change in Buddhist system in Thailand.
According to Max Weber,the world religions can be classified to two groups in terms of
 
religious dogmas on salvation:
1)renouncement-oriented religions with strict and ascetic practices (Erlo?sung):
2)merit-oriented religions with dependence to the supernatural powers of the deities
(Soteriologie):
At the beginning stage,Buddhism was one of the typical cases of the renouncement-
oriented religions as is pointed out by M.Weber. However,in the process of expansion,
Buddhism has absorbed various elements of merit-oriented religions;as is observed in the
 
formation of the Mahayana Buddhism. Nevertheless,Theravada Buddhism,in Sri Lanka,
Thailand etc.,attached to observe the authentic practices of the original Buddhism.
In Thailand,Buddhism has been the backbone of the national ideological system. The
 
legitimacy of kingship or the secular political authorities is guaranteed by the maintenance
 
of the monks’practices and the purity of the Sangha(Buddhist Ecclesiastical organization).
Continuous efforts were paid by the state to control the Sangha for this purpose. At the
 
historical turning points of Thailand,Thai state tried to make the drastic change in the
 
Sangha to strengthen the national ideological integration.
From the middle of19?century to early stage of20?century,Thailand confronted the
 
serious threat of its survival in the complicated international relations at the period.
There was some possibility for Thailand to be fallen into the colonial status. Thai state
 
tried to overcome this serious situation through the modernization of its bureaucratic
 
organizations and military system. It also tried to reorganize the ideological system;




combination of Buddhism and magico-religious beliefs. For this purpose,the state tried to
 
expel the magical elements from Thai Buddhism and make the Sangha modernized and
 
bureaucratic in top-down way.
From late 1980s,another drastic change is taking place in Thai ideology and Budd-
hism. By the rapid economic growth and industrialization in recent 30years,the middle
 
class population has been enormously increasing in the urban areas. It can be observed the
 
bottom-up movement of the Buddhist renouncement-oriented reformation. It involves the
 
wide range of secular believers as well as the monks. The Santi-Asoke movement and the
 
Thammakaya movement are the typical samples. Those movements may be regarded as
 
the important symptoms of the further transformation of Thai Buddhism.
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